
SD-97SS can combine with STA-360
to make more food products

With STA-360 Automatic Stamping and 
Aligning Machine, the filled food can be 
stamped with a pattern and arranged on 
trays, e.g. mooncake and maamoul.
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ANKO launches “mochi production solution”, providing 
comprehensive consultancy services to meet your needs for the 
automatic production of mochi, such as the purchase of equipment 
and factory layout planning. Machines, ranging from ingredient 
processing to mochi forming and packaging, can be found at ANKO.

Find mochi production planning proposal and equipment

Let ANKO Create a Mochi Production Solution for You.

Capacity: 600–3,600 pcs/hr

Product Weight: 10-60 g/pc

Preparation Cooking
Extended

Application
Filling / 
Forming



FOOD PRODUCED BY THIS MACHINE

Tang Yuan Sesame Ball Custard Bun Crystal Dumpling Mochi Pineapple Cake

Coxinha Croquetas Rum Ball Falafel Gulab Jamun Nastar

Flexible and convenient
Both conveyor and rotary plate are provided for collecting final products.

Innovative design of shutter unit
The shutter unit is designed to divide and form products and can 

make pleats at the top of food. 

• Dough：cooked rice, all-purpose flour, bread flour, yeast, all purpose
  and cake flour, sticky rice flour.
• Filling：dry, wet, and sticky fillings, such as peanut powder, sesame paste, 
  bean paste, cheese, and meat, are able to be wrapped up without 
  damaging food texture and appearance.
• Easy to adjust the proportion of wrapper to filling

Watch Video

The SD-97SS can make various ethnic foods such as meat bun, maamoul, meat pie, pan fried stuffed 

bun, mochi, and crystal dumpling. It is the most compact and affordable model of the SD-97 Series, 

suitable for restaurants, central kitchens, and small food factories. 

CHANGE PARTS TO MAKE PRODUCTS WITH DIFFERENT LOOKS

With different shutter units, it can make products with deep pleats, light pleats,
and non-pleats, or in different shapes.

Specifications

Capacity: 

600–3,600 pcs/hr

Product weight: 

10–60 g/pc

Dimensions: 1,120 (L) x 550 (W) x 1,300 (H) mm
Power: 0.7 kW
Weight (net): 100 kg
Optional accessories：Shutter piece,
Raising base, CE kit

Obtained the Certificate of Conformity to Machinery Directive

The machine complies with the EU safety regulations and has the CE marking. You could choose 
the model to ensure working safety. 

SUITABLE FOR A WIDE RANGE OF DOUGH AND FILLING


